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Q1. Match the following:
a. Earlyman used to spend a very

i. caves.

b. Earlyman started to live in

ii. hard life.

c. Fire kept earlyman

iii. raw food.

d. At first earlyman used to eat

iv. warm.

e. Earlyman to make cloths by dried

v. of fire.

f. The wild animals were afraid

vi. skin of animals.

Q2 . Write true or false:
a. t False

Earlyman used to spend modern life.

b. T True

The wild animals were afraid of fire.

c. f False

They learnt to make tools from plastic and fire.

d. t False

Earlyman used to eat fastfood.

e.

True

The earlyman also tamed some animals.

f.

True

The earlyman used to hunt with weapons made of stone.
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Q3.. Tick ( ) the correct answer:
a. Earlyman used to____ some animals.
i. tamed

ii. eat

iii. play

b. Earlyman’s weapons were made up of _________.
i. steel

ii. stone

iii. gold

c. Earlyman started to live in _______.
i. igloo

ii. building

iii. cave

d. Earlyman used to eat_______.
i. raw food

ii. spicy food

iii. fast food

e. Earlyman used to wore of _______ animals.
i. jeans

ii. dried skin

iii. T-shirt

Q4. Fill in the blanks:
a. Fire kept earlyman

warm

.

b. Earlyman used to hunt with weapons made of
c. They learnt to make

tools

d. Earlyman used make to

fire

e. Horses, Cows and dogs were
f.

The

stone .

from rocks and stones.
by rubbing two stones together.
tamed

by earlyman.

cave was the better shelter than forest.
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Q5 Look at pictures and write what earlyman are doing?

They are making fire

They are roasting meat.

They are taming animals.
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